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Wood’s Powr-Grip® Vacuum Lifting Tools & Equipment 
The Safe and Trusted Way to Handle Stone Slabs, Tile, Counter Tops, and More!

   

STONE HANDLING 
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

	Attach to most relatively   
 smooth, nonporous stone

	Easy one-person operation

	No more wrestling with   
 dangerous slings, tongs,   
 or hooks

	Easy maintenance

	AC, DC or Compressed Air  
 vacuum pumps



HAND-HELD VACUUM CUPS

BELOW-THE-HOOK VACUUM LIFTERS

	Multiple pad sizes for a large variety   
 of applications.

	Handle bath tiles, floor tiles, façade slabs,  
 counter tops and more!

	Available with ABS handles that resist   
 rust from wet stone-working conditions.

	Position awkward loads with precision. 

	Lift stone slabs weighing up to    
 3000 lbs [1360 kg].*

	Ideal for transporting stone slabs   
 between racks, CNC machines, slab   
 saws and cutting tables.

	Can attach to granite, marble,    
 limestone, slate and more!

	Replaceable Pad Rings seal onto   
 stone with saw-cut, honed, or even   
 flamed finish—in addition to polished   
 stone surfaces.

	Pad Shutoffs make these lifters    
 well-suited for lifting irregularly    
 shaped slabs, like counter tops.

N4950TS

N4300

PT10FS10TAIR

MT8FS10TAIR

*Custom designs available



OUR PRODUCTS*
MODEL

NUMBER
MAX LOAD 
CAPACITY

LOAD 
MOVEMENT

FEATURES

Hand-Held Vacuum Cups
LJ45HG 40 lbs [18 kg] per cup

Ergonomic Manual 
Movement

Handi-Grip handle for maximum control.
Concave pad for curved or flat surfaces.

LP6HG 70 lbs [32 kg] per cup
Handi-Grip handle for maximum control.
Flat pad for quick attachment.

N4000TS 125 lbs [57 kg] per cup
ABS handle will not rust.
Flexible pad for textured surfaces.

N4100 100 lbs [45 kg] per cup Ideal for high elevations. ABS handle will not rust.

N4300 125 lbs [57 kg] per cup
Metal handle resists grit and contaminates.
ABS plunger will not rust.

N4950TS 125 lbs [57 kg] per cup
Metal handle for durability. 
Flexible pad for textured surfaces.

N5450CS 150 lbs [68 kg] per cup
Concave pad for curved or flat surfaces.
Metal handle for durability.

RF36HG 40 lbs [18 kg] per cup
Oval pad for narrow surfaces.
Handi-Grip handle for maximum control.

TL3TH 15 lbs [7 kg] per cup Concave pad for curved or flat surfaces.

TL6HG 70 lbs [32 kg] per cup
Concave pad for curved or flat surfaces.
Handi-Grip handle for maximum control.

Below-the-Hook Vacuum Lifters
MTA8FS10TACS
MTA8FS10TDCS

1200 lbs [545 kg]

Assisted manual tilt, 90° 
between upright and flat

Quadra-TiltTM linkage assists in handling heavy loads. 
Individual shutoffs to all vacuum pads.

MTA8LP6FAC 
MTA8LP6FAIR

360 lbs [165 kg]
Ideal for installing counter tops. Infinitely variable 
pad positioning. Individual shutoffs to all vacuum 
pads.

MT8FS10TAC
MT8FS10TAIR
MT8FS10TDC

1200 lbs [545 kg]

Manual tilt, 90° between 
upright and flat

Narrow profile for maneuvering lifter between racks 
of stone slabs. Individual shutoffs to all vacuum pads.

MT10FS10TAC
MT10FS10TAIR
MT10FS10TDC

1500 lbs [680 kg]
Narrow profile for maneuvering lifter between 
racks of stone slabs. High capacity for heavy loads. 
Individual shutoffs to all vacuum pads.

PT4FS10TAC
PT4FS10TAIR
PT4FS10TDC

600 lbs [270 kg]

Power tilt, 90° between 
upright and flat

Maximum versatility for handling stone and other 
high-density materials, including those with rough 
surfaces or irregular shapes. Individual shutoffs to all 
vacuum pads.

PT10FS10TAC
PT10FS10TAIR
PT10FS10TDC

1500 lbs [680 kg]
Powered tilting makes handling heavy loads easy. 
Individual shutoffs to all vacuum pads.

* More models and options available. For additional information please visit wpg.com or contact your Authorized WPG Dealer.
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